How urbanization shapes population genomic diversity and evolution of urban wildlife is largely 1 8 unexplored. We investigated the impact of urbanization on white-footed mice, Peromyscus 1 9 leucopus, in the New York City metropolitan area using coalescent-based simulations to infer 2 0 demographic history from the site frequency spectrum. We assigned individuals to evolutionary 2 1 clusters and then inferred recent divergence times, population size changes, and migration using 2 2 genome-wide SNPs genotyped in 23 populations sampled along an urban-to-rural gradient. Both 2 3 prehistoric climatic events and recent urbanization impacted these populations. Our modeling 2 4
INTRODUCTION
indicated that several urban parks contain recently-fragmented populations ( Fig 1B) with no 1 0 1 evidence of admixture with other sites (Supplemental File 2). When assigning individuals to 1 0 2 populations for demographic model development, we compared our results to those of a previous 1 0 3 study that examined population structure using genome-wide loci [19] . Genetically differentiated (362,900 ha). These urban parks are all large, extensively vegetated, and surrounded by dense 1 1 1 urban development (Fig. 1A) . No rural sampling locations exhibited patterns consistent with 1 1 2 genetically isolated populations, suggesting the parks above were isolated due to urbanization. Inferred parameter estimates exhibit a consistent signal of an older split between LI and 1 1 6 MM populations in line with geologic records followed by recent divergence of NYC park had the lowest likelihood and this result may reflect the relatively poor fit of the model. Divergence was followed by a strong population contraction ( Table 1 ). These results indicate that isolation in urban fragments was sufficiently strong to impact 1 3 4 the evolutionary history of urban fauna. We detected bottlenecks immediately after isolation of urban populations, suggesting that 1 3 6 a small remnant population within these parks at the time of the bottleneck provided most of the 1 3 7 urban genetic variation found today. Our inferred migration rates between all populations were 1 3 8 high and variable, but we estimated consistent patterns of low migration between MM and LI, 1 3 9 and asymmetrical migration of individual mice from MM into urban populations (Table 1) .
P. leucopus population history during recent urbanization in NYC
Despite asymmetrical gene flow, urban parks consistently showed a signal of some emigration to 1 4 1 minimum coverage cutoff and restricting the amount of missing data can mitigate these effects 1 4 7 (Supplementary File 1). Our results show that geography, geologic events, and human-driven habitat change have left a SNPs generated from ddRADseq provided enough information to distinguish recent demographic 1 5 4 events from past geological processes. Our demographic models estimated divergence times and 1 5 5 migration patterns that are consistent with the known geologic and historical record of NYC. This study is the first to use population genomic modeling to estimate the demographic impact of We declare that we have no competing interests. We thank the Hickerson lab for access to space and productive conservations on this topic, and approved the final version of the published manuscript, and agree to be held accountable for all 1 9 7 aspects of the work herein. and 2013 from 23 separate localities that were used to generate the genomic data used in this 2 7 1 study. Sites were chosen to represent a rural to urban gradient (Fig. 1) . Rural sites were defined 2 7 2 as large tracts of relatively undisturbed natural habitat, and urban sites were fragmented habitat surrounding each park (See Table 1 and Figure 1 in [2] ). For all sampling locations, we trapped Point Park, and Clarence Fahnestock Park, we collected tissue by taking 1 cm tail clips, placing in 2 8 2 80% ethanol, and storing at -20º C in the laboratory. Individual mice were then released. For 2 8 3 these other six sites, we used previously-collected liver samples stored in RNAlater (Ambion Inc., Austin, TX) at -80º C. We extracted genomic DNA using standard extraction protocols, drift parameter is plotted along the x-axis and represents the amount of genetic drift along the 5 0 0
branch. Letters = sampling site codes (See Table S1 for full names, AP and CN were combined 
